Identifying Direct Objects

Circle the direct object in each sentence.

(1) This book gave Hannah and Jeremy that information.

(2) I saw Megan and Kenneth at school yesterday.

(3) Our math teacher showed Alexander and me a number trick.

(4) I gave the smelly dog a soapy bath.

(5) Which bank loaned Amanda the money?

(6) The police chief gave a news reporter his statement.

(7) Matthew read his class the newspaper article.

(8) Steven sent Aunt Lauren a bouquet of flowers.

(9) Alyssa misses her old dog, Buddy.

(10) A storm damaged some boats in the harbor.

(11) Kimberly told Jason a secret.

(12) The woman in the horror movie wore a long red gown.

(13) The art teacher displayed his students’ paintings in the hall.

(14) Tribal warriors attacked their enemies with primitive weapons.

(15) Paul delivers the mail for this apartment building.

(16) The candidate delivered a rousing speech at yesterday’s rally.

(17) My brother taught me division.

(18) Andrew showed Benjamin his new cellphone.

(19) Vanessa handed her brother the keys.

(20) Nicholas showed Melissa the little kitten.

(21) Patrick bought his sisters some curtains for their new apartment.
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